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1. Web creation

The INCASI website was designed during the first half of 2016 and was published in a first version in June 2016, at the following address, in Spanish language:

http://incasi.uab.es/ or http://incasi.uab.cat/

and in English language at this address:

http://incasi.uab.cat/en

It was designed with Drupal software, an open source content management system, by a technical team from Autonomous University of Barcelona:

Direcció de Tecnologies
de la Informació i la Comunicació
Àrea de Planificació de Sistemes d’Informació

Edifici D · Campus de la UAB · 08193 Bellaterra
(Cerdanyola del Vallés) · Barcelona · Spain
Tel. +34 93 581 33 18 · Fax +34 93 581 20 84
apsi@uab.cat · www.uab.cat

During the second half of the year, the initial design and updating of information was completed and improved. At the moment, it is updated and it is maintained constantly with the support of a technical assistant.

The design and layout of the INCASI website cost € 900, within a pilot program of a new service of the UAB university. The tasks of introducing information, maintenance and improvements until mid-2017 will be about € 7000.

2. Technical issues about web page creation

Drupal is an open source content management system, flexible, simple and very useful. It is characterized by being a modular and extensible system, so that it provides a thin and powerful core that can easily be extended through customized modules; with quality coding, based on standards and with a low resource requirement.

Its main characteristics are:

Security:
- Secure implementation for scheduled tasks (cron.php).
- Secure password system.
- Secure log-in system.
- Modules can be updated via the web.
Usability:
- Administrative links to edit existing page elements are available on each web page, without having to go to an administration page first.
- Support for integration of WYSIWYG editors.
- Drag-and-drop for administrative tasks.
- Permissions have the ability to handle more meta-data (permissions have a description).
- Setting up automated task runs (cron) can be achieved via Drupal's configuration alone, without having to install any scripts on the web server.
- Password strength validator to make it kinder, gentler, and clearer.
- Support for default text formats to be assigned on a per-role basis.
- "Vertical tabs", a reusable interface component that features automatic summaries and increases usability.
- "Shortcuts" module to allows user to create their own menu for the pages they visit the most.

Database:
- Query builders for INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, MERGE, and SELECT queries.
- Support for master/slave replication, transactions, multi-insert queries, delayed inserts, and other features.
- Support for the SQLite database engine.
- Default to InnoDB engine, rather than MyISAM, on MySQL when available for greater scalability and data integrity.

Documentation:
- Hook API documentation included in Drupal core.

News aggregator:
- OPML import functionality for RSS feeds.
- Feed update options.

Theme system:
- "Bartik" theme included as the default user interface theme.
- "Seven" theme included as the default administration interface theme.
- "Stark" theme included to make analyzing Drupal's default HTML and CSS easier.

File handling:
- Files are first class Drupal objects with file_load(), file_save(), and file_validate() functions and corresponding hooks.
- Files use PHP stream wrappers to enable support for both public and private files and to support pluggable storage mechanisms and access to remote resources (e.g. S3 storage or Flickr photos).
- Includes a field specifically for uploading files, previously provided by the contributed module FileField.
Image handling:
- Image handling includes support for add-on image libraries.
- Includes a field specifically for uploading images, previously provided by the contributed module ImageField.

Others:
- Support for Multisite Installations
- Includes RDF support
- Support for search engine optimization and web linking
- Node access control system
- Installer can be run from the command line

Ability to add custom fields:
- Provides most of the features of the former Content Construction Kit (CCK) module.
- Custom data fields may be attached to nodes, users, comments and taxonomy terms.
- Node bodies and teasers are fields instead of being a hard-coded property of node objects.
- Fields are translatable.

3. Structure of the website

3.1. Web map

Next figure shows the structure of INCASI website. It is organized into six main sections:

2. INCASI network: link to each university, Beneficiary and Partner, and short curriculum of each researcher.
3. The project: presentations of the main features of the project (Objectives, Stages, Organisation chart and Thematic Research Groups).
4. Activities: information about scientific activities the scientific and dissemination activities of the network, and training activities.
5. Data sources: links to different resources related with the study of social inequalities.
3.2. Screenshots

The following pages present the captures of the main website pages.
3.2.1. Home page
3.2.2. News

Seminar GRET-INCASI

Elaboración, análisis y trabajo de los Materiales de las Alzas de Chiqué, México, Apartado para la reflexión.

Nuria Pérez López, researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de Cherno CIESAS.

Enrique Haro, researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México.

Exposition INCASI

Nelson Batista, principal researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de la República.

Ignacio Rolón, principal researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de la República.

Pablo Zárate, researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de Buenos Aires.

Pablo Zárate, researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de Buenos Aires.

Sandra Sánchez, researcher of the INCASI network by the Universidad de Buenos Aires.
3.2.3. INCASI Network

Researchers from Beneficiary universities
- Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona (UBA)
- Universitat de Barcelona (UB)
- Universidad de Sevilla (US)
- Universidad de Castilla León (UCL)
- Universidad de León (UNIL)
- Universidad de Córdoba (UYC)
- Universidad Nacional de la Plata (UNLP)
- Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (UCh)
- Universidad de Concepción (UdeC)
- Universidade de São Paulo (USP)

Researchers from Partners universities
- Universidad di San Millo (UMI)
- Universidade de Coimbra (UCoim)
- Universidade de Lisboa (UL)
- Universidade de Aveiro (UA)
- Universidade de Évora (UEV)
- Universidade do Sul de Portugal (USP)
- Universidad de Salamanca (USal)
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3.2.4. The project

The project

The project of the INCASI network is part of the European Commission's Horizon 2020 research and innovation program, within the Excellent科学 section, which aims to improve and consolidate the European research area.

This firm of the Horizon 2020 program defines four objectives. The INCASI project is designed to promote international, inter-institutional and interdisciplinary mobility of productive and productive researchers through the Inter-University Cooperation Actions (IUCA). It is about creating strategic alliances between researchers and centers.

In specific, our Project is based on international cooperation, between Europe and Latin America, through the exchange of research and innovation staff (Research and Innovation Staff Exchange). It is a network of 16 universities that make up this network.

Through the INCASI network, it is planned to establish the conceptual and methodological bases for, on the one hand, the development of a common international comparative research program and, on the other hand, to design an international postgraduate study program that analyzes social inequalities in a comparative perspective.

The content of the INCASI project is presented in four sections: Objectives, Stages, Organization Chart and Thematic Research Groups.
3.2.5. Objectives

The main objective of INCASI is to create and consolidate a network of research and postgraduate training between Europe and Latin America to aid the analysis of social inequalities in a comparative perspective and to derive elements of reflection, social innovation and recommendations for social policies.

The project will also allow the mobility of predoctoral and postdoctoral researchers within the idea that the exchanges generate connections of research centers of the universities. Initially, the network consists of 10 European and 9 Latin American universities, is made up of more than 120 researchers and is led by the Universities Academy of Barcelona through the Institute of Studies on Europe (IET), the project coordinators, and the Grupo de Reseñas Educativas (GRED) (IGFE).

The project entitled “Global Trends in Social Inequalities in Europe and Latin America” explores innovative ways to reduce them through the research of occupational and life trajectories to deal with uncertainty, is developed by establishing three objectives:

1. Develop a general framework for the coordination and consolidation of research and teaching network among research centers of European and Latin-American universities.
2. Analyze the trajectories that the citizens have followed in the labor market, identifying their roles in terms of mobility and social inequality. With this knowledge, the objective is to develop a model that explains those trajectories in comparative terms between Latin America and Europe.
3. Identify and understand the different strategies that are developed and how resources and capacities have been mobilized to identify, classify and compare patterns of social behavior adopted to address the uncertainties in each region.
4. Specifically study the trajectories and strategies by identifying the relationship between work, familial and consumption, and connecting the life trajectories of children, including the productive and reproductive spheres.
5. Research on social policies that have led to the inequalities in different areas, focusing the network in the participating countries and more generally addressed in a comparative context between Europe and Latin America.
6. Develop models of causal and net analysis and comparative methodologies adopting dynamic and longitudinal perspectives. A mixed methods approach will be adopted to combine quantitative and qualitative techniques.
7. Other practical conclusions that help to improve the design of innovative public policies to deal with situations of social inequality, particularly in relation to employment and educational policies.
8. To project the INCASI network by establishing the conceptual and methodological bases for, on the one hand, the development of an international comparative program in the longer term, and, on the other hand, to design an international master program that analyses social inequalities in a comparative perspective.
3.2.6. Stages

In order to achieve these objectives, the project is organized into six sequential Work Packages throughout the period January 2016 to December 2019. In addition, a fifth work package is planned regarding the organization and coordination of the INCASI network activities.

1. Compilation

In the first phase of the project, the main objective is to review the existing accumulated scientific capital among the members of the network. It is a matter of compiling and synthesizing the scientific production of the investigations carried out on social inequalities according to the model of analysis of the project that we have called AMOST: Analytical model of social inequalities and trajectories. In addition, we will proceed to a systematic collection of data sources from Europe and Latin America.

2. Construction

Based on the contributions of the different groups of the INCASI network, it is a matter of consensus and definition of a common research
3.2.7. Organization Chart

In order to ensure an efficient project management which is in agreement with the programmed activities in the Work Packages, the structure of the organization and the internal arrangements are designed with two dynamics:

1. A centralized-coordinating nucleus, the Institute of Social Research of the University of Barcelona (IET, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) that assumes the leadership of the project and ensures the transparency of the network activity through the actions of the Principal Coordinator and the Task Manager.

2. Another participatory and deliberative dynamic, encompassing the Academic Commission (AC), as the highest responsible body for the direction and management of the scientific development of the INCASI Project, and the Thematic Research Groups (TRGs), the general project subgroups dedicated to research in each thematic axis and transversal units, 11 in total.

---
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3.2.8. **Thematic research groups**

The project: comparative analysis of social inequalities is organized through 11 thematic axes that form together the same number thematic research groups, coordinated by diverse principal investigators responsible of the European beneficiary universities and Latin American partners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic axis</th>
<th>TRG Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PILLAR 1:</strong> substantive background and explanatory models of social inequalities</td>
<td>UAB-IET, UNIMI, UCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Inequalities in the labor market and labor trajectories</td>
<td>UAB-IET, UGRET, UdeLaR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Asymmetries in the relationship between training and employment</td>
<td>UB, UNICAL, UNLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Inequalities in work and family life</td>
<td>ULL, USP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Educational inequalities</td>
<td>UTA, UC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Geographical and social inequalities: ethnicity and language</td>
<td>UDC, UdeC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Social inequalities, migration and space</td>
<td>UAB-GRET, IGG, UdeC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Uncertainty, strategies, resources and capabilities</td>
<td>US, IGG, Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Inequality of opportunity: intergenerational social mobility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSVERSAL PILLARS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Pillar 2: Methodology for the analysis of social inequalities</td>
<td>UAB-IET, UdeLaR, UNLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Pillar 3: Social policies to counteract social inequalities</td>
<td>MDX, UNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Pillar 4: Gender inequalities</td>
<td>UB, TLSE2, UNC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.9. Activities

The activities of the INCASI Network in the context of the RISE project focus on the exchange of researchers through the holding of research stays (secondments) in the research centers of Latin American and European universities.

The secondments are accompanied by other activities of the network to develop and manage the project:

- Local workshops in Europe and Latin America
- Global Meetings of the entire network
- Training: the Postgraduate Diploma in Methodology for the analysis of social inequalities (MADES)
- Other research activities: participation in congresses, seminars, publications, etc.
3.2.10. Secondments

The secondments are short-term research stays of at least six months, carried out by European researchers in the research center of a Latin American university, or Latin American researchers in the research center of a European university. The exchanges are made according to the thematic affinity of the research groups of the network. In the project, it is contemplated that 521 missions of stays whose distribution appears in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red de Distancias</th>
<th>SOBRE AMERICA LATINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEUU</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

De Europa a America Latina | De America Latina a Europa
3.2.11. *Workshops*
3.2.12. **Global meeting**

Global meetings

Joint meetings with all participative organisations, members are annually organized for the exchange, debate and construction of research, training and innovation processes, in accordance with each work package and its action objects, actions, innovation and projections.

These are work, reflection and disseminations sessions in relation to the thematic axes of the project and thematic research groups. These meetings are also open to the participation of other researchers as well as third sector’s relevant actors and agents, the media, government officials and public administration.

First Global Meeting, Barcelona, March 1, 2, 3 and 4, 2017.
3.2.13. Training

The INCASI network is geared for cooperation in research as well as for postgraduate training. It is an objective of this project to design a postgraduate study program on the analysis of social inequalities from a comparative perspective.

During the project, and from the experience of the training program of the Master of Applied Social Research Techniques (TSA), advanced training in methods and techniques of social research will be offered to the researchers through the "Diploma Of Postgraduate Methodology for the analysis of social inequalities (IDATES)" that will be given in online format with the following contents:

- Research Process and Analysis Design
- Construction of Social Indicators
- Data Management for Research
- Multivariate Data Analysis: exploratory models
- Statistical Data Analysis: predictive models
- Interview Techniques
- Discussion Group Technique
- Empirical Research
- Analysis of Texts and Documents
- Analysis of Social Institutions
- Longitudinal Data Analysis
- Social Network Analysis
- Evaluation of Public Policies

In addition, the project also offers complementary seminars and training courses, which can be consulted at the following link.
3.2.14. INCASI Seminars, Conferences and Training

**Seminar 1. INCASI**
Institutio en el contexto del proyecto INCASI, Universidad de Chile.

Description: Researcher of the INCASI network at the University of Chile.

Date: Friday, February 3, 2017, 10:00 - 12:00, Pabellón 1, Sala 3, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.

**Seminar 2. INCASI**
Desigualdades sociales en los procesos de formación de adultos con discapacidades sensitivas y motoras.

Description: Researcher of the INCASI network at the Universidad Católica de Argentina.

Date: Monday, February 27, 2017, 15:30 to 18:00, Pabellón 1, Sala 3, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.

**Seminar 3. INCASI**
Motivación social intergeneracional en Montevideo 1994-2010.

Description: Researcher of the INCASI network at the Universidad de la República (Uruguay).

Date: Wednesday, February 15, 2017, 13:30 to 15:00, Pabellón 1, Sala 3, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.

**Seminar 4. INCASI**
El análisis comparativo entre Europa y América Latina: investigación comparada de la red INCASI.

Description: Coordinador del INCASI network at the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela.

Date: Thursday, February 23, 2017, 15:30 to 18:00, Pabellón 1, Sala 3, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.

**Seminar 5. INCASI**
El análisis comparativo entre Europa y América Latina: investigación comparada de la red INCASI.

Description: Researcher of the INCASI network at the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela.

Date: Thursday, February 23, 2017, 15:30 to 18:00, Pabellón 1, Sala 3, Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona.
3.2.15. INCASI Network Meetings

INCASI Network Meetings

- **Coordination Meeting in the Universidad de Calabria (Italy)**
  Pedro López-Roldán, Main coordinator of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- IET
  Sandra Fachelli, Task Manager and researcher of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- GRET
  INCASI team from the Universidad della Calabria.
  Date: Friday, September 30, 2016. Place: Universidad della Calabria.

- **INCASI Network Meeting in the Universidad de Concepción (Chile)**
  Pedro López-Roldán, Main coordinator of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- IET
  Sandra Fachelli, Task Manager and researcher of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- GRET
  Dr. Bernando Castro Ramírez, Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Universidad de Concepción
  Dr. Carlos González, Vice-Rector for Research and Development, Universidad de Concepción.
  Date: Friday, April 1, 2016. Place: Universidad de Concepción.

- **INCASI Network Meeting in the Universidad de Concepción (Chile)**
  Pedro López-Roldán, Main coordinator of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- IET
  Sandra Fachelli, Task Manager and researcher of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- GRET
  INCASI team from the Universidad de Concepción.
  Dr. Jorge Mejía Hernández, Vice-Rector of Institutional Relations, Universidad de Concepción.
  Date: Friday, April 1, 2016. Place: Universidad de Concepción.

- **Coordination Meeting in the Universidad de Concepción (Chile)**
  Pedro López-Roldán, Main coordinator of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- IET
  Sandra Fachelli, Task Manager and researcher of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- GRET
  INCASI team from the Universidad de Concepción.
  Date: Thursday, March 31, 2016. Place: Universidad de Concepción.

- **Meeting of the INCASI Network with COES managers at the Universidad de Chile**
  Pedro López-Roldán, Main coordinator of the INCASI network, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona- IET
### 3.2.16. Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publications of Project Global Trends in Social Inequalities in Europe and Latin America and exploring innovative ways to reduce them through life, occupational and educational trajectories research to face uncertainty (INCASI - H2020-MSCA-RISE-2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improved self-confidence and self-esteem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced academic performance at school and university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved job opportunities and career advancement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced social and personal relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved health and well-being.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved decision-making and problem-solving skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved financial literacy and budgeting skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved social and political engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved personal and professional development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved life satisfaction and happiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved overall quality of life.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.2.17. Data sources and links

Data Sources and Links

This space is to disseminate digital resources that allow researchers, local governments, or any institution to do comparative data analysis throughout time and different countries with the aim of contributing to the assessment of indicators of comparative analysis regarding social inequalities.

It also offers information about Congresses and Seminars in which the INCASI network participates, and about other topics related to the INCASI project.
3.2.18. Data Sources

Data Sources

- LILACS (Latin American Literature and Information System)
- National Institute of Statistics and Censuses in Latin America
- National Statistics and Census of the City of Buenos Aires
- Banco de Datos ASIEL (Argentina)
- Censos del Poder Ejecutivo, USA
- Censo del Poder Ejecutivo, USA
- Censo de la UNSCo de la población de datos
- International Labour Organization (ILO)
- The World Bank
- United Nations Statistics Division
- The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
- International Monetary Fund (IMF)
- UNSCo Instituto para Estadísticas
- World Trade Organization (WTO)
- World Health Organization
- International Federation of Republican Women (IWR)
- The International Statistical Institute (ISI)
- United Nations Statistics Division
- The International Network for Social Conflict Research (INSCR)
- Microcensus data (EPUMS)
- United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
- Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
- Multinational Time-Use Study (MTUS)
- Gender and Generational Project (GAP)
- International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA)
- Human Development Reports (United Nations Development Programme)
- Appropriate Research

International Data Sources

- UIS (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
- UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund)
- UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
- WHO (World Health Organization)
- ILO (International Labour Organization)
- WTO (World Trade Organization)
- OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development)
- IMF (International Monetary Fund)
- WB (World Bank)
- UN (United Nations)
- UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund)
- UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development)
- IOM (International Organization for Migration)
- ILO (International Labour Organization)
3.2.19. Other Links

Other Links

Institutions
Hivos 2020
CRDIS - Community Research and Development Information Service

Inequality
Designated as an academic forum of reflection about social inequality in Latin America.

OTHERS: Red Estatal Latinoamericana de Análisis sobre Trabajo y Formación

Conferences and Seminars
XVIII Congress AIAS, "Las encrucijadas de la lealtad. La sociología en transiciones de centenario", 3-12 December 2007, Uruguay.
IV Seminar on International and Latino Social Analysis, "Racial and Gender Inequality in Latin America: 31st of May and 2nd and 3rd of June 2017, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Havana, La Habana del Este, Cuba.

Press Impact of the INCASI Network
Interview with Pedro Lasso-Rosales, IF of the INCASI network, in Cebajos de Porcuna - March 31, 2016
Secondment: Mariana Bautista and Rashed Rehman in Galicia has been extended to another INCASI network La Voz de Galicia.
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